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The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of East Grinstead and its
environs. The town has a long history and a unique architectural heritage, entrusted for the time
being to the hands of our generation. It should be our concern that such contributions as we in turn
make are worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future.
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions and visits. It produces a Bulletin of articles of local
interest and a Newsletter thrice yearly. Its 1969 report on the High Street conservation area was well
received as a basis for future policy. It is very active in monitoring all planning applications and
making representations to the authorities on planning issues and has undertaken initiatives to promote
It has held six exhibitions, planted trees, restored the
citizenship education in local schools.
It has also
churchyard railings and financed tree-ring dating of some buildings in the High Street.
produced surveys of trees, seats and playground equipment, provided a plaque by the mass grave of
victims of enemy action in Mount Noddy cemetery and presented seats in memory of leading former
members to Sackville College and the High Street. It has published a book of reminiscences, three
sets of postcards reproducing old photographs and three town trails (one of them also in French) and,
with the Town Council, established the now independent Town Museum.
The Society is registered as a charity (no.257870) and is a member of the Federation of Sussex
Amenity Societies. A copy of its constitution is available on request.
The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to represent public opinion;
the larger the membership the greater the influence. The subscription is £10 p.a., renewable on 1
January every year (except by those joining on or after 1 October). By signing a Gift Aid form
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EDITORIAL
The newspaper editorial reproduced below gives good cause for retrospective pride, material
for solemn contemporary reflection, and motivation for prospective activities. The last three
paragraphs include some unacknowledged quotation from our 1969 High Street report to provide the
rationale for our existence. That has not changed. We may hope that public perceptions of our
work today are equally sympathetic and equally justified.
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO: The East Grinstead Courier's editorial of 26 April 1979, was
reproduced (with permission) in our Bulletin 27 (September 1979) and is reproduced again here:

East Griintead Courier
20 London Road, East Grinstoad. Tel 2365213 and 22659

Caring Society
MOST of us are content to moan about the state of
affairs in the hope that others will put them right Not
so the East Grinstead Society. The town's watchdog
onservationists are about to undertake another
community project.
Last year they set about raising money to plant trees
on the perimeter of King George's Field. In 1977
the railings on the southern edge of St Swithun's
churchyard were straightened or replaced, the
kissing gate re-hung and the whole lot freshened u
Now the junior section of the society is about to tidy
up the verge and attempt some restoration of the
19th-century white railings bordering the Lewes
Road.
Largely as a result of the inner relief road construction
the town has got a messy looking appearance right
now. The society is monitoring progress on the new
road, particularly the cleaning. up operation which
has been promised by West Sussex County Council.

Certainly someone who cares is needed to go round
and make sure all unsightly debris is removed, areas
swept and that finishing touches are really finished.
With hope of the High Street being pedèstrianised in
the not too distant future - and that is about the
only guaranteed way the town could be really given
back to its inhabitants - the society is reporting on
the sort of treatment it thinks would be the most
beneficial.
It is good to have a group of such knowledgeable folk
to look after our architectural and amenity welfare
and be sufficiently concerned to put feelings into
action. People are under no obligation to admire or
value their inheritance. Self-interest shaped our
towns through the centuries. It is a natural growth.
Our unsentimental forebears were ruthless enough in
destruction and what was spared in earlier times
remained because it continued to serve a basic
purpose. Change came slowly eddying around more
permanent things.
In our age it is not so. We have set off a technological
explosion and we are now contemplating the debris.
What happens to our environment depends on how
apathetic we are. What we should do is take off our
jackets and join the ranks of the conservationists.

COVER PICTURE: Clarendon House licensed restaurant and café, a photograph illustrating its
'Visitors should not miss a visit
advertisement in the official town guide issued in February 1951.
to this historic 13th century house - one time lodging of the infamous Judge Jeffreys' it innocently
For factual structural and documentary history see the article on pp.5-8 below and for
proclaims.
There is no evidence that Judge
the background to the name Judges Terrace see Bulletin 77.
Jeffreys ever visited East Grinstead.
WHERE ARE THEY NOW? (2): Thirty six years ago our founding committee included a local
architectural student named Stuart Page. He is now the head of Stuart Page Associates and was in
charge of the National Trust's LiOmillion conservation project at Ightham Mote last year, the subject
of a Time Team Special programme on 3 May this year.
THIRTY FIVE YEARS AGO: On 4 December 1969 our members' meeting was a screening of Sir
Kenneth Roberts-Wray's film documenting contemporary life in Forest Row. By now, if it has
survived, it must be a valuable historical record, eminently suitable for one of the Town Museum's
archive film shows. Does anyone know its whereabouts?
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THE FELD DISCUSSED

M.J. Leppard

In Bulletin 811 attempted to define and map the extent and some of the constituents of the
area of East Grinstead once known as the Feld, using documentary and place-name evidence. I
concluded that it stretched from Felbridge in the north to the edge of the town in the south, with the
dernesnes of Imberhorne either its western edge or its original western component. I suggested that

it originally also included East Grinstead Common, in which case its eastern border was
approximately the pre-enclosure line of Lingfield Road and its northern the county boundary. I
gave the meaning of the Old English feld as 'open, cleared, unenclosed land' and cited its first
appearances in the local place-names Felesmere (1086), Felbridge (c.l 135-54) and Feldiond (c.1258)
in addition to its standing alone as la Felde (c. 1150) and its occurrences in later field-names. What
follows is discussion of the implications of that evidence, together with some not taken into account.
So far as I can make out it is unusual, if not unique, for the word feld to stand on its own as a
place-name, as opposed to being the first element (which is rare) or second (which is usual).
Margaret Gelling in her authoritative Place-names in the Landscape (1984) gives no examples of its
standing alone. She says that in the Anglo Saxon period it was originally used for areas of common
grazing, including in Sussex those which were outliers of parent manors in the south, e.g. Rotherfield.
Feld then came to denote arable land, particularly open-field farming in the second half of the 10th
century. After the Conquest,feld (and its Latin translation campus) was used for open fields. In
Berkshire it is particularly found as the second element in place-names in an area with much
heathland, which the evidence suggests may have been border territory.'
It may therefore be significant that Feibridge's eponymous bridge spans the boundary
between Sussex and Surrey, settled and governed in Saxon times from the south and from the north
respectively.
East Grinstead Common, almost certainly once feld-land (see above), borders that
county boundary.
Other commons, no doubt equally feld-like, either straddled it or lay on one or
the other side of it for a considerable distance. Westwards of Felbridge were Hedgecourt Common,
Crawley Down and Copthorne Common. Eastwards Felcourt Common and Holtye Common
continued the pattern from the Sussex/Surrey border to that between Sussex and Kent.
Of these, Felcourt, the largest of the three principal commons in Lingfield, leaps out as afeldname, possibly originally part of the same complex as East Grinstead's Feld, perhaps purely in its
own right. True the earliest reference known to the English Place-Name Society is as late as 14032
but the manor of Felcourt seems to have been the principal element in the six hides at Lingedefeld
given to Hyde Abbey at Winchester by Queen Athe1f1aed, who had died by 964. Gelling
interprets Lingfield as an —ingas name, maybe added to an earlier personal name, meaning (?) 'open
land of the people of the forest or clearing'. 4 'As a term in the naming of villages', she says, 'feld
probably means "open land previously used for pasture" and may indicate conversion from rough
Recognising my unfamiliarity with the sources for
pasture to arable in the Anglo Saxon period. 5
I would, however,
and literature on Surrey history, I refrain from discussing these names further.
draw attention to the map of Lingfleld's pre-enclosure commons in Hayward and Hazell's history of
the village6 for any relevance it may have to further consideration of the points raised here.
In apparent confirmation of my conclusions, and as a possible pointer to identifying otherfeld
areas, the 1841 tithe map and 1873 25" O.S. show virtually no shaws (strips or clumps of woodland
between fields or in their corners, left when woodland was cleared for agriculture) in the area covered
by my previous article, whereas they are numerous in Gullege on the west and Hackenden to the east.
1

2
J. Blair, Early medieval Surrey (1991),
Paperback ed. (1993), pp.236-44
The Place-names of Surrey, p. 329
4 as note 1, pp.244, 295 5 as note 1, p..
p.5 1, A.B. Hayward & S. Hazel!, A history ofLingJIeld(1933), pp.11, 13
237
6
as note 3, facing p.56
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THE SOCIETY'S DENDROCHRONOLOGY PROJECT
So far we have printed an interim summary of the findings of this project (Bulletin 73, Spring
2001) and more detailed studies of five of the properties surveyed: 7-9-11 High Street (Bulletins 75,
Winter 200 1-02, 76, Spring 2002, 77, Autumn 2002, 80, Autumn 2003), 1-2 Judges Terrace (77), 4
High Street (79, Spring 2003, 80), 34-40 High Street (80, 81, Winter 2003-04) and Amherst House,
There follows a more detailed study of Clarendon House, 3 Judges Terrace,
68 High Street (81).
from the initial notes for and final report on the project and as gathered from documentary sources.

CLARENDON HOUSE (originally the GEORGE), 3 Judges Terrace
STRUCTURAL HISTORY, prepared for the survey by the late Peter Gray
Clarendon House was built as an open-hall house in a style known as a Wealden (which
means that the floored bays at each end projected forward). It was a sign of wealth. There are
three distinct phases in the early history: original construction; flooring over of the open hail and
construction of a chimney; addition of gables and fine 'Jacobean' windows, probably at the same
time as Old Stone House was built, i.e. 1645.
NOTE: An account by R.T. Mason, including a still relevant photograph taken during renovation in
March 1939 and profile of a moulding,' has been superseded by more recent investigations, as to
some extent has Mr Gray's earlier work in our pages, listed below. Ed.
DENDROCHRONOLOGICAL

D.H. Miles and M.J. Worthington

Primary phase: door jamb to hail screen 1424, joists (in order) 1434, 37, 35, 24 & 23,
principal post 1434; felling date range 1438-67. Insertion of hail floor: joists 1526 & 60; felling
date ranges 1540-66, 1561-79.
DOCUMENTARY

M.J. Leppard

Clarendon House has already received a good deal of attention in the undermentioned articles
in earlier Bulletins. To avoid unnecessary repetition, information fully spelt out and referenced in
them is summarised in this contribution. References to them, and to referenced statements in other
Bulletin articles, are given in the text as four digits in square brackets, first two Bulletin-number,
second two page-number. All other references are given in endnotes in the usual form.
53 (Autumn 1993), pp.5f. M.J. Leppard, 'A Brotherhood Hall?'
56 (Spring 1995) pp.1 If P.J. Gray, 1-2 Judges Terrace and Clarendon House'
57 (Autumn 1995) pp.4-6 M.J. Leppard, 'Expansion in the borough of East Grinstead in the Middle
Ages'
74 (Autumn 2001) pp. M.J. Leppard, 'What was going on here then?'
77 (Autumn 2002) p.5 P.J. Gray, '1-2 Judges Terrace: early structural history'
Judges Terrace should probably be seen as an area taken in for development in the 15th
century when the borough of East Grinstead was expanded [5705].
It is significant that the
buildings comprising it had burgage status but lacked portlands. Clarendon House was built by and
for the Fraternity of St Katherine, a voluntary religious, social and charitable association, with its
own chaplain and altar in the parish church, first recorded in 1419. At the dissolution of such
bodies at the Reformation, documents of 1548-50 list this property as 'one tenement or inn called
"the sygne of the George" with divers lands pertaining to the same now or late in the tenure or

According to Dr J.V. Pennington. an inn
occupation of William Partriche' at a rent of £4 p.a.
whose sign was the George 'should occupy a prime site, and is often the first inn to be seen when
entering a town in mediaeval or just post-mediaeval times 2, exactly as we still see it today when
coming up London Road.
The George was soon acquired by the Sackvilles, and is listed, un-named, in the borough
survey of 1564 as four burgages in their ownership, occupied by Edward Hilles at a rent of 1 2d. In
the 1597/98 survey of all their properties it is the George containing four burgages held with various
fields outside the borough by Edward Drewe, yeoman [5305f.]. Drewe, who had taken on the lease
in 1572 and died in 1619. was a substantial and wealthy property owner as well as an innkeeper
[8010, 8112]. During his time Robert Sackville. second Earl of Dorset, founded Sackville College,
to be funded by rent-charges on all his properties, including 5s. from the George. 3
Rentals for 1618-19 and 1619-20 give Edward's nephew Mr Robert Drewe at the George,
etc.4 The next occupant was probably Agnes Drew, listed in the borough subsidy of 1621 and
probably the same person as Ann Drew widow in that of 1628 5 . In 1615 the George was one of
many properties conveyed by Richard, the spendthrift third Earl of Dorset, to Richard Amhurste and
three other creditors. 6
The 1650 parliamentary survey of Sussex records that by an indenture dated 14 May 1630
Edward Earl of Dorset and Richard Amerst sold the George to Robert Pickering of East Grinstead
esquire for 12'pence to the Earl and £40 to Amerst. It describes it as four burgages with two barns,
one stable and stall, one little garden and one little orchard and yard adjoining, worth £8 p.a.' It
also records Pickering's new building of stone, to us Old Stone House (to be the subject of a future
article). Mr Robert Pickering is then frequently listed at the George until the borough rental of
1662. 8 There is no evidence that the George continued as an inn after 1630. Both the structural
and the documentary evidence suggest an upgrading of the premises to become a worthy residence
for a person of some status.
A Sackvilie College rental, dated 1637 but on internal evidence no earlier than 1667, lists Mrs
Elizabeth Pickering paying the rent charge on the George. 9 The 1669 borough rental gives Mr John
Pickering, with five portlands in addition to the four burgages and the rent to the lord of the borough
consequently increased to 2s.3di ° These are new portlands, not transfers from some other
property, a feature of several entries in this year.
The rental for 1678-83 lists here Bryan Walton esq." concerning whom nothing relevant
seems to be known. Then, as with so many of our High Street properties, there is no contemporary
identifiable evidence for a hundred years. The schedule to the 1827 Dorset settlement Act,
however, itemises four burgages, portlands, garden and land formerly belonging to Matthew Lant
esq., formerly occupied by Mary Pobgee and now Thomas Bryan and Thomas Sanderson at rents of
£20 and £25 respectively.' 2 A rental for 1791-92 of burgageholds of which Lord Sackville had
been tenant for life and that, on his death on 26 August 1785, descended to the Duke of Dorset gives
William Pobgee as the tenant and George Bankin gent. as the burgageholder, i.e. the person who
exercised the vote, at a rent of £15 p.a.' 3 It is thus the property owned by Lord Sackville and
occupied by William Pobgee at an annual rent of £5.13 s.4d. in the 1785 land tax.' 4
William Pobgee, entered in the Universal British Directory for 1794 as a currier and leathercutter, was buried 4 October 179315 He must have been a man of some substance, for Rose
Cottages at Forest Row were mortgaged to him in I 77616 and he appears as a trustee in deeds of the
White Lion in 1780 and 83. Mary Pobgee, his second wife who outlived him' 8 , appears at this site
on a map of c.1800i9
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In the 1811 draft census return Clarendon House is one house occupied by one family, headed
by James Sanderson, carpenter, and consisting of two males and two females.' 9 Sanderson, listed
as a builder in the 1794 Universal British Directory, was involved as architect in several important
local buildings?0 Of Thomas Bryan, listed with him in the 1827 Act, I know nothing.
The 1851 census finds George Hooker here, a 33-year old baker's foreman, born in Lingfield,
with his 30-year old wife Louisa, born in Newington Butts in London, two sons and two daughters.
(The next entry, Elizabeth Brett, an unmarried 65-year old annuitant, born in Grimstone, Norfolk, and
living alone, may refer to the rear of the property, later known as Clarendon Cottage.) Hooker is
still there in the 1861 census, now a journeyman baker and with three more children in his quiver
(and Elizabeth Brett still the next entry). In my article in this series on 1-2 Judges Terrace I said
Hooker was in half of that property in the 1871 census [7707] but I now realise he must have been at
Clarendon House then, with nos 1-2 undivided, and also in 1881. He was baker to his brother, who
lived on the north side of the High Street, as recollected by Edward Steer 21 , i.e. Abraham at our no. 17
in the 1851-71 censuses.
In the 1891 census Sarah Wardroper,
a 77-year old widow born in Arundel, is
recorded here. Her obituary in the parish
magazine for January 1893 is reproduced in
the adjoining box.
Ten years on Georgina Conyngham,
a spinster aged 23, born in Colchester and
living on her own means, is at the address
Clarendon House. The earliest instance of
that name so far traced is in the parish
magazine for July 1885 (as where Mrs
Covey, whose late husband lived next door
at Old Stone House, died on 24 June). On
a postcard of Judges Terrace by F. & E.
Tooth in my possession, postmarked 21
October 1903, Dolly Cunynghame, the
sender, marks Clarendon House 'our house'.

IN MEMORIAM.—Mrs. Wardroper, sen., who died,
aged 79 years, at East Grinstead near the close of last
year, though little known here, has left a memory
endeared to many friends and countless sufferers. She
was for over 30 years Matron of St. Thomas' Hospital,
first when situated near London Bridge aud later in the
new hospital opposite the Houses of Parliament at
Westminster. She was also head of the Nightingale
Sisters for almost the same long period. Miss Florence
Nightingale, from her sick room, flashed a kindly
message during her old friend's illness, and wrote some
verses, &c., to be laid on her grave in East Grinstead
Ccmetery. Among the wreaths and crosses there was
to be seen one from the old "Sisters" in memory of
their loved head, who was compelled a few years ago,
through failing health, to retire from the arduous post
she so long held.

Presumably the name honours Edward Hyde, first Earl of Clarendon (1609-74), the royalist
historian, but why I do not know, nor by whom given. A photograph in the Town Museum of the
rear of this end of Judges Terrace has the pencilled title De La Warr House, probably referring to
Clarendon House, possibly to Old Stone House - either way an acknowledgement of Earl De La
Warr's ownership of both earlier in the 19th century.
Dixon's East Grinstead directory for 1916 gives A.M. Campbell at 3 Judges Terrace, as does
the Civic League & Enquiry Bureau's directory for 1923. He is still there in Kelly's directories
from 1927 to 38, with Clarendon House and his profession of dentist or dental surgeon specified.
On the evidence of Valentine's picture postcards, the facade was stripped to reveal the timberframing between no. 205796JV, dated by Mr Gould to c.1926-27, which shows it plastered, and no.
117195, which he dates to 1938/39, that shows it uncovered . 22 Mason's statement 'the whole house
is now (March 1939) undergoing renovation, with the closest possible regard for the preservation of

its ancient features' and accompanying photograph showing scaffolding and a hoarding along the
front, and the middle gable stripped of its healing 23, suggests the most likely time, probably coinciding with a change of ownership.

Perhaps at that time, certainly by the end of the war, Clarendon House became a restaurant, as
illustrated on the cover of this Bulletin, with Lucy Russell named in the 1953 East Grinstead
directory. At some date which I have not been able to narrow down more precisely than between
1968 and 88 the premises were acquired by Waughs the solicitors as prestigious offices, a function
they continue to perform.
Clarendon House (given as 'Clarendon Arms') was one of those recommended by 'leading
architects of the county' for 'special attention in the event of war damage' 24 and listed (under its
usual name) grade II in 1946, with the terrace's group value recognised in the revised list of 1972
[1109].
The East Grinstead Society successfully recommended the timber-framed rear annexe
A well beneath it was
known as Clarendon Cottage for the same status in 1978 [2510, 26131.
reported by the occupant, Mr W.H. Beavis, in the 1950s [6407]. In the East Grinstead directory for
1963 William H. Beavis is still there but Clarendon Cottage is not in the 1953 directory and I have
not been able to trace its name or separate existence any earlier.
REFERENCES: C.K.S. = Centre for Kentish Studies, Maidstone; E.G. =East Grinstead; E.S.RO. = East Sussex
Record Office, Lewes; Leppard = M.J. Leppard, A History of E.G. (2001); pers. comm. = personal communication;
S.A. C. =Sussex Archaeological Collections; W.S.RO. = West Sussex Record Office, Chichester
quoted in Leppard, p.27
' Sackville College MSS, W.S.R.O.
S.A.C., vol.80, facing p.3 and pp.7 & 12(G)
7 S.A.C., vol.24, pp.223f. 8
E.S.R.O. Adams MS 45 5 printed in S.A.C. vol.20, pp.172-74 6 E.S.R.O. RF 12/31
C.K.S. U269 E180 9 Papers of late RH. Wood in my possession, apparently from a document in E.S.R.O. 10 as note
12 An Act for vesting certain real estates late of ... Duke of Dorset ... in
8 ' W.H. Hills, History of E.G. pp.40f.
14 Sussex Record Society, vol.77, p.90
13
15 Inscription on family
trustees, 14 Jan. 1827
C.K.S. U269 A100
16
tomb in churchyard
Forest Row, vol.2, part 2 (June 1985), p.9 17 Mrs T. Morris of Brighton (a descendant), pers.
comm. 30 April 1998 18 reproduced in S.A.C., vol.106, facing p.56 (where it is dated to c.1810, in this article re-dated
21
20
19
W.S.R.O. PAR 348/26/2/6
summarised in Leppard, p.67
to c. 1800 in the light of closer study)
24
22
Tomorrow in East Sussex
pers. comm.
23 see note 1
Reminiscences serialised in the E.G. Observer 1899
1
am,
as
ever,
indebted
to
the
tabulations
and
transcriptions
of
Messrs
P.D.
Wood
and D. Gould for much
(1946), p.195
of the census and directory information used in this article.

DENDROCHRONOLOGY PROJECT ARTICLES: ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA
Since the earlier articles in this series were written, Mr A.G. Dyson has transcribed in full the
few records of East Grinstead borough courts in the Public Record Office and corrected erroneous
dating of two of them in the selective notes on which I had relied before. He and I have translated
them from the Latin. In consequence some corrections and additions to the earlier articles are now
possible, as detailed below, with other supplementary information. M.J. Leppard
The date of the Sackvilles'
AMHERST HOUSE, 68 HIGH STREET (Bulletin 80, pp.10-12):
disposal of this property is established by the record in the Court Baron held on 15 September 1573
of the sale by Sir Thomas Sackville Lord Buckhurst to Richard Lystney of one messuage and one
portland called Ryngars, rent 6d. p.a.' At the same court on 6 October 1576 John Ledger was
presented for not having cleaned the ditches between his property [Sackville House, no.70] and
Richard Lystnye's nor removing 'le Stocke' [the post], for which he was fined 12d. with another 20s.
to pay if he had not dealt with it by 1 November. On 2 May 1577 he was presented again, for not
removing 'le lyon' adjoining the house of Richard Listney nor making walls, with a penalty this time
of 26s. 8d. if he had not complied by the next court. This at first sight alarming wording shows
that Sackville House was being used as an inn, the Lion, and the 'Stocke' was its signpost,
information that deserves fuller consideration when Sackville House comes to be written up. When
the next court came on, on 16 October 1577, the position was unchanged and Ledger was fined 2d. 2
The next record is for 1581, so we do not know how it all ended.
DL30/126/1876

2 DL30/126/1872

4 HIGH STREET (Bulletin 79, pp.9-11, 80, p.8): The 'second Thomas Underhill' in '1598 and 99'
proves to be the same Thomas Underhill as in 1564-78, since these documents actually date to 1573
and 74. While citing John Payne's inquest I should have included the information given there from
his will that the two burgages [and two portlands] were held at a rent of 12d. and were worth
£2.13s.4d. [7709]
'Rentier' for Thomas Chariwood's mother in the
1-2 JUDGES TERRACE (Bulletin 77, pp.5-7):
1861 census [7706] was from Mr Wood's notes. The actual wording, with the same meaning, is
'proprietor of houses'. As indicated in the article on Clarendon House above, closer study of the
censuses (which are too early for house-numbers and sometimes work east to west, sometimes west
to east) shows that George Hooker must have been in Clarendon in 1871, 81 and 86, with Chapman
and Chitty in the whole of nos 1-2. The division in 1891 is correctly interpreted, however, for in
that year the enumerator uses the recently introduced house-numbers. [7707]
OTHER BUILDINGS
The roof
7-8 MIDDLE ROW (Baldocks' shop) was recently surveyed by Dr A.F. Hughes.
construction and height of the first two storeys (8' 1 0"and 8' 2" respectively) suggest a date-range
1690-1710 but stone walling and alterations in the cellar suggest this is a second build amalgamating
two earlier sites. Internally it is longitudinally divided into two on each level, suggesting two
distinct functions, perhaps one residential (the eastern, with chimney-stack), the other commercial.
THE SPACE HOUSE, Pine Grove, was designed in 1964 by Peter Foggo and David Thomas,
inspired by the work of Mies Van Der Rohe. The H-shaped house is raised off the ground, on one
level, built round a steel frame and panelled in cedar wood and glass. These facts, as reported in
the East Grinstead Observer (26 May 2004) and East Grinstead Courier (10 June 2004), have given
it an 'iconic' role in this year's National Architects' Week. Perhaps our Society should put it
forward for listing?
Perhaps listing should also be considered for the CHURCHYARD WALL in Church Lane with its
evidence of ancient responsibilities. (See W.H. Hills, History of East Grinstead (1906), pp. 73f.)
RECENT PUBLICATIONS
EAST GRINS TEA I) MUSEUM COMPASS 14 (Summer 2004) contains articles on nos 68-72
London Road, from recently deposited deeds, with a note on nos 29-31, and on the variety and names
of local birds and changing attitudes towards them. There are recollections of childhood in
Godstone and schooldays in Lingfield, a note on Rowfant and another instalment of local dialect
vocabulary. [Town Museum, £1, by post £1.25 or six second-class stamps]

Three new leaflets are equally attractive and informative full-colour publications.
A visitor map
and guide to the Ashdown Forest area has been produced by the High Weald A.O.N.B. Unit to its
usual high standards. The map helpfully includes parking places and bus routes, the nature and
management of the Forest are explained, visitor attractions, places to eat and drink and local
producers are all listed, and contact details are given for all kinds of information not included. A
new edition of the leaflet 'Discovering East Grinstead' gives the date of foundation of Sackville
College as that of its building. The reference to the spire of the parish church will baffle everyone.
The lavatories in Cantelupe Road have been omitted from the otherwise admirable town centre map.
A full-colour leaflet on the Worth Way and related walks published by West Sussex County Council
is equally helpful, apart from omitting any indication of the points served by buses. [All three from
tourist information outlets, free]

10.
ALMSHOUSES IN EAST GRINSTEAD

M.J. Leppard

'A Howse or tenement at Ware now turned into Ahnshowses' was quoted from a 1615 survey
of the manor of Imberhorñe in Bulletin 81, marked on the accompanying map and briefly elucidated
but not discussed.' It was mentioned there only as establishing the location of the 'tenement at
Ware', one of the holdings carved out of the ancient Feld. The purpose of this article is to identify
and distinguish all the almshouses known to have existed in East Grinstead and to relate what is
known of their history.
The will of Dame
The first we know of were founded at the start of the 16th century.
Katherine Gray, widow of Richard Lewkenor the elder esquire, dated 9 May 1505, states: 'I will that
myne executors doo see the almes house and londes therfore and for the I'nding of three poore men,
specified and conteyned in my last husbandes will, be made assigned and doone according to my said
husbandes will'. 2 Richard Lewkenor's will does not survive and the relevant part of the inquest on
him, held on 10 June 1506, 'is so rubbed and faded as to be almost unintelligible; but it appears that
the will was found to have been tampered with, or a new one forged'. 3 The brass to Dame
Katherine and her husbands in East Grinstead parish church, however, states that she and her husband
Richard Lewkener of 'Brambilletey' found and endowed 'a alinesshowse of iij parsons' [persons, not
clerics]. 4 In 1599 William Kidder bequeathed to his son Jeremy 'all that tenement and backside
with appurtenances now in the occupation of Sampson Partridge and also the house and backside
with appurtenances in East Grinstead aforesaid next adjoining to it called The Old Almshouses' and
William's daughter in law Margaret refers in her will, made in 1641, to 'the house called the Old
Almshouses standing in the lane that lies on the east end of the churchyard of East Grinstead , .5 The
earliest surviving deeds of the three early- 18th century cottages in Church Lane now turned into
offices, which run from 1703, also call them the Old Almshouses. 6 In 1523 Henry Duffield
bequeathed 'my tenement of Rowses [approximately the site of Sackville College] lying in the
borough [i.e. tithing] of Brambiltie' 7 and some of the men named in the early Church Lane deeds are
also found in the tithing of Brambletye in 1703. The Brambletye connections of the founders and
the site together with the wording of the documents clearly dispel W.H. Hills's confusion on these
almshouses. 9 Equally the Kidder wills make clear that within the century they had become private
property, possibly at the Reformation, though there is no mention of them in any of the surviving
records of what happened here then' ° and nothing about how or by whom they were administered.
Certainty is hard to achieve, however, with a bequest by John Payne in 1579 that Hills
suggested might refer to the Church Lane property. For it we have three sources: the will", the
inquest 12 and a Star Chamber case in 1581 concerning the alleged wrongdoings of Richard Burnop,
vicar of East Grinstead from 1563 to his death in 1598.' In a nuncupative [oral] codicil to his will
he left to the (named) churchwardens and their successors for ever 'unto the only use of the most
needy poor people of East Grinstead all that tenement and orchard which was late leased to John
Hastings and which now continues possessed of one Baylies widow'. As quoted at the inquest the
wording after Hastinges is 'and which was formerly in the possession of one ... widdow' but the
whole of this nuncupative section is scratched out. One of the questions on various matters put to
those who were to supply evidence to Star Chamber was whether Bumop was the instigator of nearly
£300 worth of legal expenses relating to disputes over the will, which several of the respondents
avowed to be true. Edward Goodwin, one of the witnesses of the will, was asked whether at least
twice during Payne's lifetime Burnop had ascertained from him that Payne had changed his mind
from leaving lOs. p. a. from his land called Stonesfeld to giving a tenement called Bayliffe to the poor
instead. Goodwin verified this, quoting Burnop as saying 'I like it well[.] I pray you let it be put
in the will of John Payne.'
Unfortunately there is no record of the outcome, and so we do not know if this bequest was
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Nor has it been possible to identify the property (for whose name 'Bayliff& looks
implemented.
like a variation of an original Baylies or Bailiffs, which are alternative forms of the common noun).
In regard to almshouses strictly understood, however, it scarcely matters, for there is no endowment;
what Payne is bequeathing looks more like a parish cottage, to be let by the churchwardens (and,
later, overseers) to deserving persons as need arose and vacancies occurred. There were two such
parish cottages in the borough in 1564.14 (If the Church Lane almshouses were administered by the
churchwardens, they might conceivably have sold them in order to buy alternative premises
elsewhere.)
It might seem attractive to identify the 'howse or tenement at Ware now turned into
Almshowses' in the 1615 survey with Payne's bequest but we cannot link that property with him or
his family. In I 567' s it was held by Edward Goodwin gent., the same as witnessed the will, in
1597/9816 and 161517 by John Goodwin, gent., another witness (or namesake of one). We have no
record of Edward Goodwin's will or even date of death, so the temptation must be resisted to suggest
that he and/or John decided to put John Payne's intention into effect. It would be equally risky to
attribute the conversion to one of the Sackvilles, as lords of Imberhorne, of which Ware was held.
Whatever their origins, they seem to have been fairly soon forgotten or confused, for the next
reference, probably repeated from a board in the old church ruined in 1785, is among the benefactions
recorded along the base of the gallery erected in the parish church in 180818: 'RTCHARD
LEWKENER Esq of Bramblety and Dame CATHERINE GREY his Wife gave certain Alms-Houses
adjoining East Grinsted Common for the use of poor Persons, Anno Domini, 1505.' When the
charity commissioners investigated East Grinstead's charities in 1835 they found that these
almshouses consisted of seven tenements occupied by labouring people, whose right rested only on
permission given, as vacancies occurred, on application to Mr George Bankin, steward of the manor
of Brambletye. He had succeeded his uncle, who had succeeded a Mr Moore, throughout whose
times the same customs had been observed. Admissions were entirely at Bankin's discretion, with
no legal powers or rights in the matter claimed either by him or by the lord of the manor.
Some
occupants had followed their parents.
Each cottage had a garden, 35-40' by 10'-I ' in front and
more at the rear. All repairs were done by the occupants. On Bankin's death the current residents
retained possession and the cottages became 'keyhold', i.e. the only evidence of ownership was
holding the door-key. 19
Bankin's Brambletye post supported the erroneous assumption that they
were the Lewkenor/Grey foundation but the fact that he and his named predecessors were attorneys
means that there are several possibilities for their original involvement. Since Bankin's death, Hills
says, they had been several times sold. 2° Even so they continued to be referred to as the
Almshouses, e.g. in the 1851 and 71 censuses and Dixon's 1
East Grinstead directory for 1894.
Demolition began in
December 1961. A photograph of them taken by Arthur 'L
Harding in the early 20th century has often been
reproduced in local newspapers2 ' but has so far not
.
appeared in any books
The photograph of part of the
row reproduced here was taken by the writer shortly before
demolition.
(The building in the right is the Salvation
.
Army Hall erected in c.1923.)
After all that, we are on sure ground with East
Grinstead's only surviving almshouse, Sackville College,
founded by the will of Robert Sackville, second Earl of
Dorset, in 1609. It is impossible to do it justice in a short
article, and also unnecessary since it has been adequately
dealt with in two published books22and one unpublished23.
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All that remains to be noted is the bequest of Sir Richard Sackville in 1566 'for the perpetual
Sustentation of the poor Alms Folks at Lewis and Grenested so much Revenue as I have usually paid
them, and so much for Reparations as shall be limited and appointed by my Wife and Son.' 24 The
'reparations' must be repairs to buildings, perhaps the homes of those who depended on charity but
perhaps an existing almshouse, whether the one in Church Lane, one otherwise unrecorded or even a
Sackville foundation to which the College was destined to be a superior successor.
REFERENCES E.G. = East Grinstead; E.G.Q = E.G. Observer, E.S.RO. = East Sussex Record Office;
Sussex Archaeological Collections; S.R. S. = Sussex Record Society

SAC. =

pp.5 (quoting E.S.RO. AMS 5909/11) and 6 2 P.C.C. Hoigrave €34 (as quoted in S.R.S. vol.42, p.227) 3 Calendar
of inquisitions post mortem, Henry VII, vol.3, no.8 14 4 Illustrated, transcribed and discussed in E.G. Society Bulletin 29,
pp.', 11-13, 42, pp. 1,5 P.C.C. Fairfax f.78 (William), E.S.RO. W/AJ10.200 (Margaret). lowe these references to
Mrs B. Chase Grey. 6 Held by Messrs Pearless de Rougemont, solicitors, when I was allowed to examine them in 1966
PC.C. Bodfelde f. 11. 1 owe this reference to Mr L.E.W. Cole
8 Unattributed MS list in the handwriting of the late
R.H. Wood in my possession ' The History of E.G. (1906), pp.122-24 '° S.RS. vol.36, S.A.C. vol.109, pp. 24-36
' P.R.O. STAC5/D18/14, for which lain indebted to a transcription by
P.C.C. Darcy £2 12 S.R.S., vol.3, pp. 129-31
17
14
as note 1 '
S.A.C., vol.106, p.52 E.S.R.O. Sackville MS M30 16 S. RS., vol.39, p.51
Mr A.G. Dyson
20
21
19
Published report for 1835, p.364
as note 9
e.g. E.G.O., 7
now in West Sussex Record Office, Chichester
22
Oct. 1982, E.G. News in Focus, 29-30 Aug. 1986
J.M. Neale, A history of Sackville College (1853), [F. Hill],
Sackville College by the twenty-second Warden (1913) 23 R.H. Wood, 'Sackville College: some historical notes' (TS
in E.G. Library, 1972) 24 as quoted in W.H.H[ills], 'Some E.G. wills', E.G.O., 21 May 1915

PLACE-NAMES

M.J. Leppard

ADMIRALS BRIDGE (carrying the lane from Stone Hill to Monks Hill and Legsheath over the
Medway but now under Weir Wood Reservoir): Having always encouraged my pupils to guess
when they did not know, I can hardly complain that the English Place-Names Society, with no early
forms to cite, offered 'perhaps derives from Admiral Lord Seymour, who held Sheffield and the
Forest of Worth in 1549'. The earliest instance I know is in the key map to a volume of 13 maps
of the Saint Hill estate produced in 17762 but the 1615 survey of the manor of Imberhome gives
Admans Bridge as one of the bounds of land called the Stone and Admans. 3 In the surveys of
1 5674and I 597/98 Admans is two meadows but the bridge is not mentioned. Adman looks like a
surname but I have not been able to find it in any local record.
GULLEGE: In discussing the meaning of this place-name I quoted, with little confidence but for
the sake of completeness, the interpretation of the surname by an American, Professor Oliphant,
using evidence from the north of England, as 'yellow pond' .6 It is important to note therefore, as
possibly relevant, that there was recently discovered about a foot behind modern ground level behind
the stones of a well at nearby Imberhorne Farm a reddish/yellow clay used as a pug and not seen
previously in East Grinstead. 7
RICE'S HILL: The facilitators of last year's East Grinstead 'community health check' mentioned,
as a way of re-inforcing traditional local identity, installing (as in Whitstable) name-plates for popular
names that have not received official recognition. Accordingly the Town Council has put one at the
foot of Rice's Hill, a private access created in 1882 from London Road to Rice Bros' engineering
business (now closed) and a long-standing customary pedestrian thoroughfare to Cantelupe Road. 8
REFERENCES [E.G. = East Grinstead, E.S.RO. = East Sussex Record Office] 'A. Mawer & F.M. Stenton, The PlaceNames of Sussex, part 2 (1930), p.330 2 British Library c.7.e 18.(1) (P.D. Wood, Descriptive catalogue of... maps and
E.S.R.O. Sackville MS
E.S.RO. AMS 5909/11
plans the old parish of E.G. (privately published, 1964), p.8)
7 Mr M. Bastone, personal
6
E. G. Society Bulletin 76, p.1 1
M30
5 Sussex Record Society, vol.39, p.51
8
For its history and the business's see E. G. Museum Compass 12, pp8f.
communication 30 June 2003
...
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TO BE A FARMER'S BOY

P.D. Wood

That was a hard winter:
I started work at Busses Farm, East Grinstead, in January 1945.
the war in Europe had four months to run. I was seventeen, which meant that I drew a regulated
£2.1 Os. a week. There was no National Health Insurance, indeed no National Health, not even a
Labour government yet, and the pay was below the tax threshold. I go the lot, and for the first six
months I wasn't worth it.
Busses Farm lies about two miles south of town, at the bottom of Harwoods Lane on the north
edge of Weir Wood reservoir, which did not then exist. The whole valley bottom was still farmland
all the way to Brambletye, and the much reduced estate, all farmed together by the tenant Bob Maine,
comprised Brambletye, Court-in-Holmes, South Park, Walesbeech and Busses. Our farm was
about 150 acres, with an 18th century farmhouse, empty but not derelict, a weatherboarded barn,
stable and granary of roughly the same age, and a miscellaneous collection of 19th century brick and
timber buildings.
The land was not good arable ground, but this was wartime and all farming was regulated by
the Agricultural Executive Committee, which issued ploughing-up orders ensuring that every
possible yard of land was ploughed and sown in rotation. We grew mainly wheat, oats, beans,
potatoes, and two crops never seen today, mangolds for the cattle and dredge corn, a mixture of oats,
peas and beans, sown and harvested together as a mixed crop and milled for cattle-feed. In spite of
the urgency of food production, the arable farming was still wasteful by modern standards. Bare
fallows, where land was cultivated but not sown for a whole year, were not uncommon. Much of
the land was ill-drained, there were no sprays and only basic fertilizers. Crop-failures were normal:
every season a few patches, even whole fields, had to be ploughed in and re-sown. No farmer can
afford that now.
The grassland was grazed by store stock from the Brambletye dairy herd, mostly Ayrshire
heifers, which lived through the winter with their horns still on in two open yards, each with a hovel.
A Jersey bull came with them as required, and lived in a dark insanitary little loose box behind the
barn. There were no sheep, except a few winter keepers, up from the Marsh, and neither pigs nor
poultry, as no-one lived on the farm.
We still kept a couple of horses: a big grey gelding called Captain and a little brown mare,
Kitty, who was my charge. They were used only for carting; we had a series II Fordson treactor
with the narrow mudguards for the serious work, which ran on T.V.O., had no hydraulics, no electrics
and of course no cab. You started it by turning on the petrol tap, closing the choke, flooding the
carburettor and swinging your guts out with the starting handle. When the engine had run for a few
minutes the fuel tap was switched over to paraffin, and off you went. In cold weather this could
take some time: Ted Hughes has a splendid poem about starting an iced-up tractor, and every time I
read it, it takes me back. That was a hard winter.
We had a two-furrow trailer plough, three or four carts and fourImplements were few.
wheel wagons, a binder, a horse-rake, side-rake and mower for hay-time, a combine corn-drill,
Re-inforcements could come up from
fertilizer drill, a roller and some harrows, and that was it.
Pitchforks (called
Brambletye, but generally everything else was done by hand, with hand tools.
Hey-knives and root-knives,
prongs), four-tine dung spuds and shovels were in daily use.
swaphooks and handbills, big mallets called beetles for driving stakes, axes and wedges, grafts for
digging post-holes, juts for emptying choked drains, a bond-winch for making ropes out of straw,
quior harness, dandy brush, hoof-rasp and curry-combs for the horses, bushel baskets for potatoes,
seed-lips for sowing corn by hand and a seed barrow for sowing grass, hoes, fold pitchers - the
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ancient traditional tools that had been part of farm life for centuries. I was lucky to start when I did.
I was just in time to learn some horse work, learn the names and uses of these things, to come in at
the very end of the tradition. It lasted barely another ten years. Later, when it was my job to
write auction catalogues and farm inventories, this early grounding came in handy.
I was lucky too in my fellow-workers. There were four of them - imagine - four and a half
men on 150 acres of arable and stock farm!
The foreman was Charlie Colwell, in his 30s, who
lived in Coronation Road.
The others were Jim Pole from Ashurst Wood and Tom and Alec
Coomber who lived at the bottom of Dunnings.
They all came to work over the field paths, and
Charlie often had the extra walk to Brambletye and back for orders.
(I came by bike, down
Harwoods Lane.) Jim, Tom and Alec were all practised old farmhands, between 50 and 60, who
knew exactly what they were doing and took it slowly and steadily. They never hurried, but they
never stopped. I could beat them easily first thing in the morning, but by the evening I was far
behind, trying in despair to catch up. The foreman had no great opinion of me as a workman, and I
can't say I blame him, but they were kind to me on the whole, showed me - once - how to do a job,
use a tool, carry a sack, and waited fairly patiently for me to learn the business, which, in the end, I
did. One of the odd things I remember about them is the amount of clothes they wore.
Haymaking on a hot day I would wear thin trousers, an open-necked shirt and very little else. They
all wore heavy corduroys, full underwear, flannel shirt, waistcoat, jacket and cap. Tom often wore
a tie. Sometimes they would discard the jacket, but the waistcoat never - its pocket held the watch.
There were others.
We had four Italian prisoners who lived in the cottage at Walesbeech,
long since demolished. Their leader was Lonardi Ettore, a tall good-looking Genoese with a natural
gentle authority. Moia was a small dark electric southerner. The youngest was Cookie: I never
learnt his name. The others called him Cuoco or, since most were northerners, Cogo. The fourth
was a fat greying 40-year old who, as he possessed no particular skills, was known as Specialist.
They were a cheerful bunch, accepting their situation and only occasionally quarrelsome from being
too much in each other's company. I never heard what happened to them. There were land girls
too, a shifting population who never stayed long enough for us to get to know them. I can't even
remember their names.
In winter the day began at 8 am. when, thanks to British Double Summer Time, it was barely
light at nine. I parked my bike and went straight to the stable, warm and cavernous with darkness
in the light of a hurricane lamp, to muck it out, litter down, water the horses, fill the racks with hay,
tip a bucket of crushed oats into the mangers and groom old Kitty with brush and comb. Then to
the barn, fetching flakes of hay (no bales then) and feeding round the bullocks in the yards. At 9.30
we had lunch, a 15 minute break in the bothy with the fire lit and tea brewing. Charlie the foreman
turned up about then, fresh from his five mile walk to Brambletye and back, and gave us the day's
jobs. Littering down the open yards (twice a week), cutting hay out of the loose stacks with ladder
and hayknife and carting it to the barn, hedging and ditching with swaphook, handbill, spade and a
cheerful bonfire, mending gates and fences: plenty to keep us going in the short days. Dinner was
from 12 to 1 in the bothy, or under a hedge if we were out in the fields, then another three hours'
work, back to feed the animals again and knock off at five.
As the days lengthened we started at seven, the cattle went out and the yards were emptied,
the dung dug out and carted to mixens in the fields or spread directly, every forkful by hand. The
horses did most of the carting; if a tractor had to be used a welded iron framework with a tractor
hitch, called an iron horse, was clamped across the shafts, but the tractor was mostly ploughing,
harrowing, drilling, rolling all day long. The combine drill sowed corn and fertilizer together: a
boy (me) rode on the back of the drill, throwing it in and out of gear at the turns. All the corn and
fertilizer came in sacks and the sacks were carried on our backs. I had to learn how to do this.
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One hundredweight (50 kg) for fertilizer was easy; 1 1/2 for seed oats manageable; 2 cwt for barley
and 2¼ for wheat was hard work; and 2% for beans nearly impossible for me, but the older men
managed it without apparent difficulty. Physical strength, skill and endurance was almost all they
had to sell; they could not afford weakness.
In high summer we hoed the root crops, made hay and stacked it loose in square stacks, which
were then thatched, a skill I never acquired. From July onward we got the harvest in and this, while
Mowing and rowing up the hay, cutting and binding the
the weather held, took absolute priority.
Fields were even weeded by
corn, were done by tractor implements, but everything else by hand.
hand: I used to be sent out into a 12-acre field with bucket and dock spud to dig out every dock and
thistle. It took days. Before machinery was allowed into standing corn, a binder width was cut
(by me with a swaphook) all round the field, and the loose cut corn gathered into sheaves and tied
with a straw band. To do this you gathered a sheaf-sized armful, took a wisp of corn in each hand,
crossed the heads, fashioned them into a simple knot, bound up the sheaf, twisted the loose ends
together and tucked them under the tight band. (I can still do this - I hope it may get me into
Heaven.) Then you did it again - and again - and again
When the corn was in, staked and thatched, it looked good standing there in the stackyard, but
the job was still only half done. In the late winter and spring the threshing machine arrived.
Driven by a belt off the tractor pulley, it had a crew of seven: one on the tractor, regulating the belt
speed and keeping the whole show running, one pitching sheaves up to the top platform, two on top,
cutting the strings and feeding it into the drum, one on the corn spouts, bagging up and putting on
fresh sacks, one clearing the threshed straw, and one, usually me, choking with dust and clearing the
cavings and rubbish. Then there were the chaps on the corn stack, taking it down and feeding the
pitcher; those on the straw, carting it away and stacking it; and those humping the four-bushel
sacks to the granary or onto the wagons. At least a dozen men working flat-out with minimum teabreaks, driven by the machine, the hardest work on the farm.
All this seems so archaic today that I can hardly believe it was me, so remote has that young
man become.
Bob Maine was a good boss, a practical working farmer and not hard on his men, and every
now and then he gave us a treat. On Boxing Day we all assembled for a rabbit shoot, with beer
provided. This was not just good fun: it got rid of the rabbits (myxamatosis had not yet arrived),
you kept what you shot and, with the meat ration at 4 oz a week, that was a consideration. When
the harvest was all in, the boss hired the big room at the Brambletye Hotel for the harvest supper.
This was the first of many times that I noticed the strangeness of meeting farming acquaintances
socially, without their caps, familiar weather-beaten faces topped by shining white foreheads like
saints' haloes. The evening was on wholly traditional lines. A.G. Street in Farmer's Glory
describes a pre-first war supper at length, and it is an almost exact description of ours. The roast
beef was not in generous helpings, but there was enough to make what looked to us like a feast, after
six years of war. Then the loyal toast, and everyone lit up. The boss made a speech, replied to by
Bill Smith the head foreman, then told us that now we were going to entertain him. We sang, all
together or one at a time; someone recited a long poem; three land girls sang 'Red River Valley'
('... and the cowboys who loved us so true'); and an old man called Horace got up and sang a solo.
He stood, and formally announced the title 'The Empty Chair', then in a hoarse voice sang the sad
and sentimental drawing room ballad about a dying wife ('... and left my life - an empty chair').
At the end he paused, repeated the title and remained standing during the applause. It was strict
ritual, worn and handsmooth: the scene has stayed in my memory ever since.
Into all this I fitted uneasily at first. Four years at a public school may be, as they tell us, a
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Preparation for Life, but as preparation for a job as a farm labourer they lack practical value. I had
never done a full-time job before, and the days seemed endless. They were in fact only nine hours
long, but if you have never had to do anything for more than a couple of hours at a time, you need to
train for the distance. Then there were opinions: like most of my kind I was completely apolitical,
and my opinions consisted of a handful of dinosaur prejudices absorbed by unconscious osmosis,
which 1 regarded as self-evident truths. My companions were not inarticulate - far from it - and
the times were highly political, covering the 1945 Labour landslide, the end of the wars in Europe
and Japan, and the dropping of the first atomic bombs. I think, and hope, that I had the sense to
keep quiet most of the time during dinner-time discussions, but I ended my year and a half with an
enlarged view of social inequality, injustice and resentment. The process was relatively painless, so
I was lucky there too.

THE SUSSEX INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY SOCIETY is anxious to complete its recording
of relevant sites, including those in East Grinstead. Anyone interested should contact its general
secretary, Mr R.G. Martin, 42 Falmer Avenue, Saltdean, Brighton, BN2 8FG (01273 271330).
EAST GRINSTEAD'S AVIGNON CONNECTION: Among the churchmen who, purely as a
source of income, held the rectory of East Grinstead together with other preferments, perhaps the
most distinguished was Annibaldus de Ceccano, bishop of Tusculum, Archbishop of Naples and a
About 1340 he built himself a palace in Avignon,
cardinal, buried in St Peter's Rome in 1350.
during the period when the popes resided there in exile. Today it is known as the Livrée Ceccano
East Grinstead contributed to his revenues from 1331 until at
and houses the municipal library.
M..J.L.
least 1343.
LADY REDGRAVE, the actress Rachel Kempson, widow of Sir Michael Redgrave and mother of
Vanessa, Corn and Lynn Redgrave, died recently aged 92. She was born in Devon on 28 May
1910, the daughter of Mr & Mrs Eric William Edward Kempson, and educated at St Agnes's School,
East Grinstead, Colchester County High School, Oaklea at Buckhurst Hill, and the Royal Academy of
Dramatic Art. S.R.Kerr
BOUQUET to Sackville School for reverting to its previous name from the pretentious Sackville
Community College with its potential for confusion with (and even offence to) Sackvile College, and
for re-instating 'founded 1859' to its paperwork. Perhaps the next step will be the re-appearance of
the portraits of its previous Heads? M.J.L.
BYFORD PAPERS: Ever since the death of the late Eric Byford, the historian of Forest Row
(obituary Bulletin 71, p.4), people have been asking what became of his papers. We have now
learnt that they are safely lodged in the East Sussex Record Office.
EAST GRINSTEAD'S AEROPLANE: a photograph of a First World War reconnaissance plane
with 'East Grinstead' painted on its side has been given to the Town Museum. Aircraft funded by
towns were not uncommon but nothing is known about ours. Does anyone know its story? S.R.K.
AS OTHERS SAW US (22): 'So you're from East Grinstead. How incredibly smart! What a
frightfully O.K. place to live!' - Public school housemaster to one of our Society's committee
members, 1984 (East Grinstead Society Newsletter 26 (July 1984, p.5)
'East (irinstead is the religious capital of England.' AS WE SAW OURSELVES (12):
Imberhorne sixth former David Phillips speaking in our Society's schools' debate, 15 July 2003.

